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27 September 2016      CARP National Office 

        70 Jefferson Ave 

        Toronto, ON M6K 1Y4 

The Honourable Rona Ambrose 

Interim Leader of the Conservative Party of Canada 

90 Valour Building 

Ottawa, ON K1A0A6 

 

Dear Honourable Rona Ambrose: 

 

RE: OPEN LETTER FROM CARP ON CPP ENHANCEMENT  

 

In the past, retirement was a simple proposition – Canadians worked over the course of their 

lifetime and put savings aside, employers offered workplace pension plans, and the government 

ensured a basic, universal pension plan (Canada Pension Plan) was available to Canadians. These 

three sources provided a stable, consistent stream of income for Canadians in retirement.  

 

Retirement is no longer a simple proposition. Workplace pension plans are becoming a thing of 

the past. 2/3 of Canadians no longer have access to a private pension plan. This trend is only 

worsening (3/4 of millennials do not have access to a workplace pension plan). Where pension 

plans do still exist, we are seeing a marked shift from defined benefit plans to defined 

contributions plans, where the risk is transferred from the employer to the employee. With the 

decline of workplace pension plans and personal savings, the importance of the CPP is 

heightened.   

 

Studies show that Canadians are not saving enough for retirement. This is perhaps because they 

are unable to. A recent study tells us that the median value of retirement assets for Canadians 

between the ages of 55 and 64 with no accrued employer pension benefit is under $4,000. Only 1 

in 5 Canadians have saved anywhere near the amount required for retirement. With workplace 

pensions in decline and real evidence showing that Canadians are unable to adequately save for 

retirement, we are left with the CPP.   

 

The Canada Pension Plan currently aims to provide an income of approximately 25% of a 

Canadian’s average pre-retirement earnings up to a maximum pre-retirement income of $54,900. 

An enhancement is long overdue. The Federal and Provincial Finance Ministers met in June, 

2016 and agreed in principle to an enhancement of the CPP that will provide additional security 

for hard-working Canadians when they retire.  
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You refer to the proposed enhancement as a tax hike. The enhancements will require a very 

modest increase to premiums for Canadians, half of which will be paid for by employers. What 

you fail to mention in your recent comments is that these modest increases in premiums will 

result in significant increases in the amount seniors will receive in retirement.  

 

I understand that CPP enhancement may not be important to you given that a recent Huffington 

Post article estimates your total lifetime pension to be $3,330,876,
1
 but with respect, this is not 

reflective of the average Canadian who does rely on CPP for retirement security.  

 

Your website asks the question “Has anyone ever looked at their paycheque and said I sure wish 

they’d take more of my money?” The manner in which you frame the issue is misleading and ill-

informed. How many hardworking Canadians would be prepared to contribute a relatively small 

amount to CPP to reap significant and needed benefits when they retire? Nearly 90% of CARP’s 

300,000 members across Canada have told us they want an expanded CPP for future generations. 

CARP members are not looking for an intergenerational transfer, but rather retirement security 

for their children and grandchildren.  

 

You tell Canadians that the enhanced CPP will “result in job losses”. Keep this in perspective. 

Expected losses are less than one-tenth of 1%, while providing significant benefits to future 

generations of retirees. It is time to stop looking for cheap wins and to start making decisions that 

are in the best interests of Canadians for decades to come.  

 

I encourage you to look at the facts. Current shortfalls in retirement savings will only get worse 

as workplace pensions continue to decline. Action is needed now to enable people to be financial 

self-reliant in retirement. Please reconsider your position. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

     
 

Wanda Morris    Wade Poziomka 

VP of Advocacy   Director of Policy 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Michael Bolen. (January, 2012). MP Pensions: The 10 Most Expensive Retirement Plans in The House of Commons. The Huffington Post. 

Located online at [http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/01/19/mp-pension-most-expensive-stephen-harper_n_1216677.html] 
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